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Dr. Daphnie Sicre is an assistant professor at Loyola Marymount University, 
where she teaches directing, Latinx theatre and theatre for social change. She 

shares a deep passion for discovering multiple Latinx and African-American 
perspectives in theatre. Focusing on Afro-Latinx performance, she completed her 

Ph.D. at NYU. She’s written multiple publications and her chapters can be found in 
The Routledge Companion to African American Theatre and Performance and 

Black Acting Methods to name a few. Engaging in anti-racist and cultural 
competent theatre practices, Daphnie facilitates Theatre of the Oppressed 

workshops remixed with Hip Hop Pedagogy to teach about equity, diversity and 
inclusion in theatre. When she is not writing, teaching, or conducting workshops, 

she can be found directing or serving as a dramaturge. 



Shaina Simmons (she/her) 
Multihyphenate Artist 

@theshainalynn 
 

 
 
 

Shaina is a multi-hyphenate artist. Her work seeks to inspire healing within the past, present, and 
future realities of the Black diaspora. By using personal experience as an organic archaeology to 
provide insight into the history of race in America. Shaina employs theater, dance, multimedia, 
song, and a multitude of art forms in her process. At the interstice of activism and performative 
praxis, Shaina’s work highlights and heals Black women. The artist earned her MFA in Acting 
from the California Institute of the Arts. She is currently studying to receive her MFA in Social 

and Environmental Practice at Prescott College. 
 
 



Andrea Ambam (she/her) 
Performance Artist & Writer 

@andreaambam // www.andreaambam.com 
 

 
 

Andrea is a politically-engaged performance artist who interrogates the art’s potential for 
movement-building, truth telling, and  transformative justice. Holding a master's degree in Art 
and Public Policy from NYU Tisch School of the Arts, Andrea uses the manipulation of time, 
poetic text and ethnographic material to write and perform stories where Black identity fills, 

overwhelms, and disrupts the center. She has developed her practice as an Artist-in-Residence 
for Anna Deavere Smith and as an EmergeNYC fellow at the Hemispheric Institute of 

Performance and Politics. She is currently developing her debut one woman show as an 
inaugural Artivism Fellow with Broadway Advocacy Coalition. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 



Jen Katshunga (they/theirs/elles) 
Artist & Cultural Worker 

 

 
 

Jen Katshunga is a Baluba-diasporic interdisciplinary artist, writer, researcher and 
cultural worker raised and based in Tkaronto/Treaty 13 (Toronto). In their expansive 
approaches to making: painting, writing, photography and performance, their work is 

invested in liberation and justice focusing on genders and sexualities, memory, space 
and healing as conduits for these explorations. Jen’s art-making and cultural work is a 
testament of the many body knowledges they encompass as a storyteller and aspiring 
healer. Jen is an incoming doctoral student in York University’s Gender, Feminist and 

Women’s Studies program. 
Image Description: A Black person dressed in all black with long black braids looking 

into the camera surrounded by bright green plants 
 
 



JP/ Themme(They/Them) 
@ReinaProjectny @ReinaHealing_ 

 

 
 

JP is a Nuero Divergent Diasporic Street Scholar, Cultural Worker, and organizer born 
and raised on Lenape Land, presently known as NYC. 

They engage in TGNC/SWer Centered Advocacy work, and consulting. Their work 
focuses on collaboratively building towards a world with self determination and care for 

all Trans Folx. 
They do Gender and Body Affirming Drag as "Themme", while engaging in active care 

work and support roles for folx, and causes in their community. They currently sit on the 
Board of CKlife with their Mentor Kim Watson, while doing freelance art and consulting 

work. 
 

@ReinaProjectny @ReinaHealing_ 
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Azure D. Osborne-Lee (he/they) is a multi-award-winning Black queer & trans theatre maker 
from south of the Mason-Dixon Line. He holds an MA in Advanced Theatre Practice (2011) from 

Royal Central School of Speech & Drama as well as an MA in Women’s & Gender Studies 
(2008) and a BA in English & Spanish from The University of Texas at Austin (2005). 

 
Still Standing Artist-in-Residence @StonehengeNYC, recipient of Waterwell New Works Lab’s 
2021 Commission, Kilroys List 2020 playwright, recipient of Parity Productions’ 2018 Annual 

Commission, Winner of Downtown Urban Arts Festival’s 2018 Best Play Award, and the 2015 
Mario Fratti-Fred Newman Political Play Contest. azureosbornelee.com 

 
IG: @theswitchwitch 

 
 


